Invited Commentary:

Simulation training at a large community hospital

We recommend that those who train tomorrow’s providers increase their modeling of many of the attitudes displayed by the authors of The Initiation of Simulation Training at a Large Community Hospital (Article #9 of this issue of Proc Obstet Gynecol). Challenging low-volume, high-risk clinical situations are identified, experienced senior providers are coached using scientifically-informed educational methods with support and resources from leaders in the organization, and an attempt is made to measure progress.

Tomorrow’s providers need the opportunity to learn the courage and insight to identify quality of care issues in their practice, and to make changes with the intent of improving patient outcomes.1,2 Graves and colleagues3 cite national and international data to suggest their two chosen clinical situations should be addressed. While not as compelling as local data, their intent still illustrates (a) commitment on the part of the practitioners to lifelong learning, and (b) willingness of senior physicians to review their practice for purposes of improvement. Such commitment will be the norm in healthcare someday, but it is long since familiar to commercial airline pilots who culminate recurring classroom and simulation-based training, feedback, and evaluation with a “bet your job day” every 9-12 months.

The stance tomorrow’s providers are taught for assessing events retrospectively can either undermine or contribute to the courage to learn.4,5 Accordingly, the authors identified debriefing as a valuable skill. Feedback needs to be both useful and delivered in a manner that minimizes personal threat.4-7 For example, the time-honored practice of leading trainees to an

See related article #9.
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answer using a series of Socratic questions may in fact, attain neither goal. Thus, good debriefing is a learned skill, not a natural ability for most people.\textsuperscript{5,8}

Tomorrow’s providers also need to understand the difference between knowledge, skills, and attitudes, and that each is a result of a different sort of learning.\textsuperscript{9,10} Graves et al avoided two common mistakes: they combined didactic training and simulation-based learning, and the simulation was determined by performance goals. On one hand, a common and weak approach to performance improvement is to identify a problem and deliver a periodic lecture on ways to avoid it.\textsuperscript{11,12} Scores on performance-based assessments show little or no correlation with scores on written knowledge tests. (e.g. ref. 13). On the other hand, learning from simulation stems from facilitators addressing with participants carefully identified objectives, not from mere participation in or the physical realism of a simulation.\textsuperscript{8,13,15} Matching learning method to goals seems obvious in retrospect: most of us would not expect to learn from lectures how to be a good cook nor from cooking experiences the principles of good nutrition, but both are important for feeding a family.

Tomorrow’s providers are being told that patients need expert teams, but too frequently the models they see before them are teams of experts instead.\textsuperscript{16} A promising aspect of the present paper is the involvement of a different type of professional in the simulation to review teamwork skills. Like any other skill, performance as a team is learned, and results less from declarative knowledge and more from attitude and practice.\textsuperscript{8,12}

The foregoing attitudes modeled by the authors are instructive, but by themselves are only good intentions. Implementation of training is itself the subject of study.\textsuperscript{17,18} A case study such as the present paper can be an important practical example of one way to develop:

- A clear vision, logical methods for achieving it, and involvement of stakeholders
- Commitment of leadership, manifest by some degree of funding and involvement
- Mechanisms for planning, scheduling, and technical support for the program
- Resources for educators to develop and implement the curriculum

Yet, the program is still of unproven return on investment until there is also:

- A set of outcome metrics that is tracked
- Documentation of lessons learned and steps taken to improve performance
- Use of high-impact research opportunities

In conclusion, health care providers need to understand that a profession is not a destination, but a journey that continues after they leave the academic institution, that learning is about performance as well as knowledge, that expertise requires
coaching, not just repetition, and that outcome is the product of a team and a culture, not just an individual. Simulation and debriefing are both part of their future not because they are better than didactic teaching, but because they facilitate and evaluate a different type of learning.
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